**The Treasured Cove**

*4 x 32 Strathspey for four couples.*

**Bars**

1 - 4  
1st and 4th couples taking nearer hands dance up or down the set towards each other. Couple 1 and 4 set to each other. 2nd and 3rd couples move up or down on bars 3 & 4.

5 - 6  
1st & 4th couples set whilst passing the other couple left shoulder to change places.

7 - 8  
1st man turns 3rd man right hand, 1st woman turns 3rd woman left hand, 4th man turns 2nd man left hand whilst 4th woman turns 2nd woman right hand (Butterfly turns) until all are on the side lines in the order 2,4,1,3.

9 - 16  
4th and 1st couples dance a chase around the 2nd or 3rd couples. 4th woman followed by partner dances between 2nd couple, around 2nd woman, across between 2nd couple, around behind 2nd man and across to own side. 1st woman followed by her partner dances the same mirror pattern around 3rd couple. As the women curve into place on their own sides, they turn away from each other.

17 - 24  
2nd, 4th and 1st couples dance the “Knot” to finish on bar 8, with the ladies facing up and the men facing down.

25 - 28  
1st, 4th and 2nd couples chase around the set anti-clockwise to finish on opposite sides.

29 - 32  
Giving left hand to partner all three couples cross over to own sides of the dance and set hands joined. Finish 2,4,1,3.

Devised by Dorothy Hargreaves of North Vancouver with thanks to Jean Dodds from Adelaide, for teaching the Deep Cove class during the winter of 2008/2009.